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“Having a prosthetic leg means I can work,
serve my community and inspire others”
- Alieo Touray, Police Officer in The Gambia
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Legs4Africa

Enabling amputees in Africa to live independently

We Recycle Legs

Rehabilitation

Support Groups

At Legs4Africa, we enable amputees

Firstly, the amputee is measured so that

Limb-loss can be a huge emotional

to live independently, this is achieved

a leg can be built specifically for them. A

trauma, especially when coupled with

through providing equipment and

prosthetic leg specialist supports each

the social stigma attached to disability in

physical rehabilitation. In the last five

amputee through their rehabilitation.

Africa. By setting up support groups such

years we have shipped the components

The socket of the prosthetic leg, which

as ‘The Gambian Amputee Association’,

to create thousands of prosthetic legs to

attaches snuggly to the amputee’s

that are run by amputees for amputees,

be used by adults and children in Africa.

stump, will be made out of local

we can help give them a voice, let them

materials whereas the knees, feet and

share knowledge, and support them to

Our volunteer drivers collect prosthetic

connecting pylons are provided by

escape the isolation and poverty that

legs from hospitals and individuals post

Legs4Africa.

limb-loss can cause.

us their previously used prosthetics.
They are then disassembled and sorted

Amputees are then taught exercises

by volunteers in Bristol and shipped out

to enable them to walk with their new

to mobility centres in Africa.

prosthetic leg comfortably and safely.
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A warm welcome from
Phil Tunstall
charity director
‘It is not just legs that are making people stand tall’
Bob leant over and smiled as he spoke this quietly
in my ear. We were sitting in the afternoon sun, at
the monthly amputee support group meeting in
Serrekunda, The Gambia. A rowdy discussion was
taking place between support group members as
to whom should be the person to represent them
on the national radio’s disability hour. The topic
was on disabled peoples rights to employment,
and they all wanted their voice to be heard.
Bob is our community support worker in The
Gambia, and he is right, the people are becoming
more confident and outspoken. The support
group has been running for just two years and it’s
helping to give amputees emotional support and
close friendships are being born - they are a happy
group of people.
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When the charity began we thought
that a prosthetic leg was the one
essential tool needed to give
someone their independence and life
back. Now, with more understanding,
we realise that this is only part of the
process and we must concentrate our
efforts on all aspects of rehabilitation.
This includes physiotherapy, home
visits, peer support, confidence
building and of course getting people
back on their feet.
Not only do we want to help people
increase their mobility, we want them
to rebuild their lives.
I’m sure you will find this report
enlightening, I am proud of what
we have accomplished this year.
However, I know we can do more,
there are many more legs out there
that can be recycled, and there
are many more people that can
use them. Together, I know we can
achieve even bigger things in the next
12 months - check out the back page
to find out what you can do to help us
on our mission.
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A Prosthetics workshop in Gambia
In 2017: 60 new prosthetic legs built and 550 leg repairs.

The impact of Legs4Africa’s work is plainly evident in the
workshop. Since our first visit back in 2013 the number of
prosthetic limbs and components has increased ten-fold. At

For the last twenty-two years Gabu has been fitting and training

that time Gabu saw some components reused more than ten

amputees with prosthetic limbs and, even now, he is the only

times. The handful of prosthetic legs that Gabu did receive were

certified prosthetist and orthopaedist in the whole of the

from private European donors and others were recycled from

country.

within The Gambia itself.
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We spoke with Gabu in his workshop, surrounded by the

The pride that Gabu takes in his work is overwhelming. He

equipment of his trade. He has, until now, been reserved

humbly explains how important his job is: “You look at the life

speaking with quiet competence but as the questions turn

of someone who could have been in a wheelchair and because

to his patients and what a prosthetic leg means to them, he

of your skills they are now walking, because of your skills they

becomes animated.

are now married, and I feel good because I can do that for
humanity”.

“When you have given them a limb, it is like you have given
Gabu, though not an amputee himself, is an active member

them the whole of the world.”

of The Gambian Amputee Association, an initiative that
Gabu explains that the patient has to deal with many things

Legs4Africa set up in 2016. He loves the fact that it gives a

- loneliness and depression being just two of them. “They

platform to amputees to discuss how they see themselves in

are people who thought that they would never walk again”,

the world, to give support to one another and to prove that life

he says, “It’s a ripple effect, a leg means so much, it relieves

doesn’t end with an amputation. At the end of the interview he

the burden on families and allows the amputee to go back to

turns to the camera to speak directly to the people who support

work”.

Legs4Africa, people like you.

When we ask him how the work makes him feel he talks about

“Legs that have been sent to Africa, especially The Gambia,

the great burden on his shoulders, knowing that the work he

have made tremendous changes in lives, it is shaping lives, it is

does is so important to so many people but he has limited time

changing communities, it’s changing families, I just want to ask

and resources. “I want to see more people being trained so

you to continue the support. It is remarkable to see a child of

there is someone to take over when I retire. We need people to

ten come in and get back on their feet and it gives us so much

travel up the country too, to people who can’t get to Banjul”.

joy when they can walk again by the end of the day”.

The full interview can be seen at:
www.legs4africa.org/project-gambia/
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Home visits and rehabilitation
Stats 2017 - 132 home visits to vulnerable amputees

Bubbacarr Jabbia (Bob), works as Legs4Africa’s Gambian

Limb loss can be extremely emotionally challenging, Bob

Community Rehabilitation Officer. He is the critical link

provides people with support and a level of understanding

between Legs4Africa in the UK, our partnering workshop, and

- helping individuals to talk through their trauma. He also

the amputees of The Gambia. Bob makes home visits to help

provides vital information on stump care, prosthetic leg use

amputees with their rehabilitation.

and teaches physical exercises that help with walking.
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One such person that he visits is 22 year old Kombeh Jasseh.
Kombeh had her leg amputated when she was 11. She was
helping her mum sell vegetables outside her house when a
neighbour accidently drove into them and injured Kombeh’s
leg.
Kombeh’s family took her straight to the hospital and they
were told she had to have an amputation the same day.
She couldn’t go to school because there was no transport
to take her and she could no longer walk. A worker at the
hospital told her about Gabu, who luckily could help her - he
measured her stump and created a leg to fit.
After getting a leg, she didn’t go back to school but started
working in a hair salon, where she still works today.
She lives quite far away from Banjul so it is time consuming
and expensive for her to get there. Bob brings her fresh
stump socks and regularly checks her leg is fitting well but
she makes most of the adjustments and fine tuning herself:
Kombeh tells us
‘’Some girls carry lipsticks in their handbag, but I carry
tools in mine, so that I can make adjustments when I
need to’’
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Collections and Leg Donors
Stats from 2017
188 legs donated from private donors
800 legs donated from 13 hospitals in the UK

Prosthetic leg sourcing and processing
Legs4Africa’s success is based on the simple premise of moving
used prosthetic legs from a place where they have low value,
the UK, to places where they have high value and are hard to
source, sub-Saharan Africa.
Who provides the prosthetic legs
Prosthetic legs come from a variety of places including hospitals, individuals who have outgrown their prosthetics, relatives

What we do with the legs

of deceased amputees, the London Underground lost and

Legs are now processed in Bristol by volunteers who sort and

found and donors from as far away as Australia.

select viable parts. This ensures that each shipment contains

In 2017 Legs4Africa received approximately 988 legs, an increase of 300 prosthetics from 2016.
These donations were collected by volunteer drivers from 13
hospitals who provided over 800 prosthetic legs, with a further
188 individual donors sending shipments to us via post.
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only quality parts and removes the need for technicians in
Africa to break down the legs.
We are always in need of more prosthetic legs. If you or anyone you know have any old prosthetic legs to donate, please
get in touch so that together, we can change more lives.

Julia Simpson, one of our kind donors from Australia says..
“My husband Graham was amazing - cycling, swimming and playing tennis - he never let the fact that he had lost a leg after a motorbike
crash dim his resolve. After he died I was left with a collection of legs proudly standing in my wardrobe. Some looked like something from
world war two - all steel rivets and tan leather straps. Others were more modern lightweight plastics with shaped toe nails! I wanted them
to go to someone who needed them. I contacted the NHS and they did not collect, there were health and safety issues - it was all a bit too
hard. I searched everywhere for a charity and drew a blank. Three years on I found Legs4Africa. Amazing, wonderful people. Graham’s
legs sped their way to Africa to be re-used by people who otherwise would literally be limbless. I imagine them at work, on a bike, taking
out a girlfriend or in a workshop being re-crafted. It is as if a part of Graham is still out there, still rockin’”

Volunteers dismantling prosthetic legs
with Men’s Sheds Association
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Shipping
In 2017 Legs4Africa sent consignments of
prosthetic leg parts to mobility centres in Ghana,
Gambia and Senegal.
These centres rarely have access to such high
quality components. The trained professionals in
these centres have used them to build prosthetic
legs for people who thought they would never
walk again.

Meet Emmanuella
Emmanuella was born a twin but her
sister died an hour after birth, and
Emmanuella had a horrific cold and
fever. Her mother rushed her to the
hospital. The doctors put her in an
incubator, gave her oxygen and a drip
through the veins on her leg. She had
an extravasation which damaged the
tissues on her right leg. For this reason,
she needed a knee disarticulation
amputation.
It is not easy to find a paediatric knee
joint for knee disarticulation. For the
past 3 years that Emmanuella has worn
prosthesis she has had no knee joint.
Thanks to the recent shipment to Ghana
she is experiencing a knee that can bend
for the first time in her life. She finds
it strange, when both her knees bend
as she sits. However, we know with
time, she will understand that this is
completely normal. After all, she is only
6 years old.
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The Gambia

Banjul

Knees - 149
Feet - 316
Pilons - 350
Socks - 720

The Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital (RVTH) in Banjul, Gambia’s capital, houses the country’s only prosthetic workshop which is underfunded and has just one prosthetist and one technician to fabricate,
fit and fix prosthetic legs for its influx of patients.

Ghana

OTC (Orthopedic Training Centre)

Knees - 108
Feet - 280
Pilons - 300
Socks - 150

Over 6,000 people a year, mainly children, are helped at the OTC or
receive the help they need from the mobile orthopaedic unit. The
OTC employs 68 full time staff who are all dedicated to make the
OTC a place of hope for those who are physically challenged.

Senegal

Dakar

Knees - 120
Feet - 270
Pilons - 285
Socks - 150

The CNAO (Centre Hospitaliser De Fan) makes up one of the larger
main public hospitals in Dakar and serves amputees from all over
Senegal and Southern Mauritania. Our objective in Senegal is to
provide the CNAO with prosthetic leg components and enable the
centre to better serve its patients who have suffered limb loss.
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Support groups
Location: Serekunda, The Gambia

The Gambian Amputee Association (G.A.A) meets every month

The G.A.A is a support group, run by amputees for amputees.
Legs4Africa helped establish the group in 2016 and now assists
the group from afar.
The aims of the organisation are to provide:

and have 145 registered members, each meeting has an
average attendance of 30 amputees.

•

Education on the effects of limb-loss both physically and
mentally
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•

A community support group, where people feel welcome and can
talk through concerns

So that members can become:
•

Empowered advocates for disability rights and reducing social
stigma

•

Confident, healthy and mobile individuals

Musa Kandeh is the president of the G.A.A. and an amputee himself.
He has lived all over the World and speaks five languages, when he
returned to Gambia 10 years ago, he had problems with gangrene
in his foot which led to a series of amputations. He knows that if he
had stayed in Germany or the USA, his leg would not have been lost.
He is an advocate for disability rights and even arranged a meeting
between the G.A.A and the Gambian President Adama Barrow.
‘’Amputees face many difficulties in The Gambia, it is hard for them to
get transport, a taxi will go straight passed you without stopping, same
with buses, I can wait for hours at the side of the road because of my
disability.
This is because they think it will take too much time to get us in and out
of the vehicle, and we won’t have money to pay. It is prejudice. The G.A.A
will work as advocates and encourage the government to make it illegal
to not pick up a person with a disability. This is the strength we have
together’’
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Onwards Strategy
Our vision is to provide service users in
Africa with high quality rehabilitation
- providing them with a safe and
comfortable prosthetic leg, knowledge
for self care and an effective support
network.
Through intelligent recycling of
components we aim to reduce the
burden on the planet whilst improving
access to prosthetics in places that have
minimal access to them.
We will look to solutions to manufacture
materials locally. We will grow our team
in the UK and increase our partnerships
- we understand that collaboration with
businesses, charities and individuals will
increase the organisation’s reach and
benefit the most people possible.

Support Group
We plan to further support the Gambian Amputee Association, providing their support group
meetings with funding for guest speakers, counselling training and a more central meeting
space.
Shipping
We aim to ship more in 2018 then any year previously. We have new partnering hospitals
in Nigeria and Uganda that we will be supplying. The charity ‘General Aviation Aid’ will be
assisting us with shipping to Ghana, and we will be increasing our shipments to The Gambia.
We are also starting a ‘Deliver a Leg’ scheme, where people will be able to utilise the charity
baggage allowance on flights to deliver needed components to hospitals. See the back page
of this impact report if you would like to get involved...
Mobility Centre Upgrade
We will conduct a technical review of the Gambian mobility centre and see how they can
increase their efficiency and quality.
Recycling
We aim to collect even more prosthetic legs, from a broader reach of hospitals and
individuals across the country this year. We will run campaigns to increase postal donations
of prosthetics from individuals and to especially collect more children’s legs – as they are in
high demand but less often donated.
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hello@legs4africa.org
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www.legs4africa.org
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Legs4Africa, Estate of the Arts, 6 South
Liberty Lane, Bristol BS3 2SG
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